The University Retirement Engagement Newsletter

The PIER is a quarterly retirement engagement newsletter designed to empower you with “Planning, Investment, Engagement, and Retirement” information, resources, and tools to help you with your financial wellbeing, both present and future. Check out The PIER retirement engagement website, by clicking here.

Sneak peek of the great PIER Articles

**Into the Unknown**

One of the deepest fears as retirees approach the start to their retirement journey is the fear of the unknown. Learn more about how to make the unknowns known and build a successful future retirement plan by clicking here.

**Be Tax-Savvy**

Making tax-savvy moves now can help with your current income and future financial savings goals. Learn more about various tax deductions and credits available to you as you save for retirement by clicking here.

**Annual Retirement Contribution Limits**

The limit on contributions by employees who participate in 401(k), 403(b), and most 457 plans has increased in 2022. To learn more about the 2022 contribution limits increase and how update your supplemental retirement contributions, click here.
Give Your Retirement Plan a Raise

A long-awaited Legislative Increase greets many at the start of the year. This can be a key time to consider giving your retirement plan a raise as well by increasing your future financial savings. To learn more on how to enroll or increase your supplemental retirement plan contributions, click here.

CAPTRUST shares that saving methodically by using a retirement savings road map and savings hierarchy is always the better approach than taking a scattershot approach. Learn about prioritizing retirement savings by clicking here.

TIAA welcomes in the new year and the many New Year’s Resolutions it brings; but encourages employee to consider their financial wellbeing as well. Learn more about how you can improve your entire financial wellbeing by clicking here.

Fidelity shares that setting goals and planning to reach them can be critical to improving your financial picture. To learn more about six financial goals for the new year, click here.

Find more vendor communication and educational webinar opportunities in the vendor engagement corner by clicking here.

Click the images here to find more valuable retirement information, resources, and vendor contact information.

Meeting today's financial challenges shouldn't mean postponing tomorrow's dreams.